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We have forests, many fields and rivers,
Vast and wide is our native land.
We have freedom, and I know no country
That can be so glorious and grand.
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Ши-рока страна моя родная,
Я другой такоей страны не знаю,
Где так вольно дышит человек.
We have
Freedom, and I know no country, That can be so glorious and grand.

From the south up to the Arctic Ocean, And from Moscow to the border lands,

Ev'ry man can feel with true emotion That the

человек проходит, как хозяин ne-obь-
And the winds of Spring are gently blowing;
Man is happy as a man can be;
There is joy in coming and in going,
And we laugh and love, for we are free!
If an enemy should want to crush us,
We will rally to our country's side,
For we love our land with true affection,
Our land, so vast, so great, so wide!

Life can flow etc. etc. etc.
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And the winds of Spring are gently blowing;
Man is happy as a man can be;
There is joy in coming and in going,
And we laugh and love, for we are free!
If an enemy should want to crush us,
We will rally to our country's side,
For we love our land with true affection,
Our land, so vast, so great, so wide!

Life can flow etc. etc. etc.
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Над страной весенний ветер веет,
С. каждым днем все радостнее жить
И никто на свете не умеет
Лучше нас смеяться и любить.
Но сурово брови мы насунем,
Если враг захочет нас сломать,
Как невесту, родину мы любим,
Бережем, как ласковую мать!
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